EDUCATION ON SITE

These teacher’s guides suggest educational strategies for using the historic environment as part of programmes of study across many curriculum subjects. Each is packed with practical exercises and ideas to aid understanding for pupils at all Key Stages.

New titles

Battlegrounds, defence, conflict and warfare
Philippe Piank
This book explores the physical evidence of conflict from the archaeological evidence for warlike prehistoric England, to the sites of great medieval battles and sieges, the Civil War and the evocative remains of Second World War pillboxes and late twentieth-century defence systems. It suggests how to fit them into practical, cross-curricular work. 36 pages, A4, Summer 1995 ISBN 1-85074-595-0 Product code XP19772

Geography and the historic environment
Tim Copeland
This book aims to help teachers understand the places that we live in: by investigating how they were used in the past and how that past has influenced the present. It explores individual sites and local landscapes and shows how geographical skills may be developed through working with the historic environment.

Churches, cathedrals, and chapels
Richard Morris
This book will help teachers spot new opportunities to bring science alive. There are sections on earth science and human influences on the environment, structures and forces, food and cooking through the ages, science from clothing; light in the home; museum classification and artefact preservation.

History through role play
John Fairclough
Role play can take many forms - from one teacher wearing a special hat in the classroom to the whole school working in costume at an historic site. This book looks at some of the ways teachers can use role play to support learning about history. It includes case studies from different periods and types of historic site.

Using documents
Ian Davies and Chris Webb
The understanding and interpretation of history is rooted in documents. This book aims to stimulate work in schools by introducing teachers to archives which are locally accessible. Each section includes facsimiles of documents and notes on their archival and historical context.

Learning from objects
Gail Durbin, Susan Morris and Sue Wilkinson
This book is for teachers who want to encourage children to learn from physical things. It suggests a method of analysing objects and a range of classroom games to help develop

Already published

BATTLEFIELDS, DEFENCE, CONFLICT AND WARFARE
PHILIPPE PIANK

This book explores the physical evidence of conflict from the archaeological evidence for warlike prehistoric England, to the sites of great medieval battles and sieges, the Civil War and the evocative remains of Second World War pillboxes and late twentieth-century defence systems. It suggests how to fit them into practical, cross-curricular work. 36 pages, A4, Summer 1995 ISBN 1-85074-595-0 Product code XP19772

GEOPHYSICS AND THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT
TIM COPELAND
This book aims to help teachers understand the places that we live in: by investigating how they were used in the past and how that past has influenced the present. It explores individual sites and local landscapes and shows how geographical skills may be developed through working with the historic environment.

CHURCHES, CATHEDRALS, AND CHAPELS
RICHARD MORRIS
This book will help teachers spot new opportunities to bring science alive. There are sections on earth science and human influences on the environment, structures and forces, food and cooking through the ages, science from clothing; light in the home; museum classification and artefact preservation.

HISTORY THROUGH ROLE PLAY
JOHN FAIRCLOUGH
Role play can take many forms - from one teacher wearing a special hat in the classroom to the whole school working in costume at an historic site. This book looks at some of the ways teachers can use role play to support learning about history. It includes case studies from different periods and types of historic site.

USING DOCUMENTS
IAN DAVIES AND CHRIS WEBB
The understanding and interpretation of history is rooted in documents. This book aims to stimulate work in schools by introducing teachers to archives which are locally accessible. Each section includes facsimiles of documents and notes on their archival and historical context.

LEARNING FROM OBJECTS
GAUL DURBIN, SUSAN MORRIS AND SUE WILKINSON
This book is for teachers who want to encourage children to learn from physical things. It suggests a method of analysing objects and a range of classroom games to help develop
TEACHER'S HANDBOOKS
These books are intended to help teachers planning a site visit. Historical background is combined with study approaches, practical information, documentary sources, and photocopiable activity sheets for classroom and on-site work. The activities and ideas can be adapted for different Key Stages in the National Curriculum.

New titles

Castle Acre Priory and Castle
Lyn Staszkowska and Helen Cockeck
At Castle Acre in Norfolk there are substantial remains of a Norman castle, priory and twelfth-century bailey gate. The town is an ideal place to study a wide and rich section of medieval life, ranging from the baronial lifestyle at the castle, to the more peaceful existence of the monks at the priory, and the harder lives of the townsfolk.
36pp, A4, 1994
ISBN 1-85074-373-8
Product code XN10082

Portchester Castle Sue Wright
This site was the main fortification defending Portsmouth harbour from the third to the sixteenth centuries. There are remains of the Roman walls as well as the later defensive buildings, and the site offers excellent opportunities to study a medieval town and everyday life at the site.
36pp, A4, 1994
Product code XN10224
See also Posters

Battle Abbey Julie Warne
This handbook suggests ideas to use the medieval site for history, English, media education, technology and rural and tourist.
36pp, A4, Autumn 1995
ISBN 1-85074-509-9
Product code XN10076

Stonehenge
Carol Anderson, Philippe Plant and Peter Stone
Stonehenge and the landscape in which it stands are unique. Nested within an area of less than two square miles are hundreds of prehistoric monuments built between 3000 and 3000 years ago. This book places Stonehenge within its wider prehistoric landscape and looks at the contemporary problems of conservation, preservation and presentation of the site. It looks at the archaeological evidence of human activity at the time, including settlement, economy, technology and agriculture.
36pp, A4, 1995
ISBN 1-85074-312-6
Product code XN10657

The Avebury Monuments
Lawrence Coulthard
This pack includes covers Avebury Circles, West Kennet Long Barrow, The Sanctuary, Silbury Hill and West Kennet Avenue. Activities include a board game and an archaeologist's report. 20pp, plus four colour booklets, A4, 1998
ISBN 1-85074-173-1
Product code XN10663

Already published

Appuldurcombe House
Elizabeth Newbury
Based on the now ruined eighteenth-century house on the Isle of Wight, the pack attempts to reconstruct life there when it was first built. There is a trail along public footpaths to look for the remains of Capability Brown's landscape gardens. 16pp, A4, plus 2 trails and a card, 1987
ISBN 1-85074-146-4
Product code XN13043
See also Videos

Audley End House
Elizabeth Newbury
Audley End was built as a pedeggy house, a sort of show house for royal visitors. It is a superb record of the predominating styles in interior design from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. The park was laid out by Capability Brown.
36pp, A4, 1993
ISBN 1-85074-211-8
Product code XN10219
See also Discovery Packs

The Goodrich Castle
Aby Hancock
Goodrich Castle exemplifies all the fascinating features of castles and castle life which most appeal to children, with its moat, towers, hall and dungeon. Activity sheets on Rebuilding, Armament, Domestic Life and Cooking and Feasting could be used in the study of any castle.
36pp, A4, 1996
ISBN 1-85074-310-X
Product code XN10558
See also Videos

Deal and Walmer Castles
Jonathan Baranski
These Kent castles are splendid examples of Tudor fortifications. Their symmetrical plans demonstrate many technological achievements and are a good basis for science and maths work.
36pp, A4, 1995
ISBN 1-85074-310-6
Product code XN11487
See also Posters

Dover Castle
Jonathan Baranski and Andy Humphreys
Dover Castle, defined by an Iron Age hill-fort and granted by a Roman lighthouse and Saxon church, displays the development of castle architecture from the twelfth to the sixteenth centuries. It remained a garrison until the twentieth century and contains important examples of Georgian and Victorian military engineering.
40pp, A4, 1992
ISBN 1-85074-317-7
Product code XN11591

Flintshires
Caroline Atkinson
Flintshires is a guide to the history of the county, and describes a number of the important archaeological and historical sites in the region.
36pp, A4, 1995
ISBN 1-85074-204-5
Product code XN11957

Framlingham and Orford Castles
John Fairclough
These twelfth-century Suffolk castles, both with substantial remains, can be studied as sites in themselves or used to illustrate a particular period, the locality or different types of fortification.
36pp, A4, 1990
ISBN 1-85074-201-8
Product code XN11340
See also Videos

Glebe and Muchelney
Sue Walling
Glebe Abbey in Somerset is one of the best preserved. The site is situated in the South West. Glebe is the remains of Benefice Church, the site features different but complementary aspects of monastic life.
40pp, A4, 1990
ISBN 1-85074-238-3
Product code XN13046

South Leigh Roman Villa
Tony Hurley
This Oxfordshire site contains all the elements of a typical late medieval manor house, and the surrounding medieval village survives virtually intact.
36pp, A4, 1990
ISBN 1-85074-290-1
Product code XN13431

Northleigh Roman Villa
Tony Hurley
Excavation has shown this villa to have been one of the largest and wealthiest in the Cotswolds. The handbook looks at the Roman Empire and the nineteenth-century excavation.
36pp, A4, 1992
ISBN 1-85074-316-9
Product code XN10539

Okehampton Castle
Philippe Plant
This occupies and bulwarks of Okehampton in the key periods of its history were the ruling elite of Devon.
36pp, A4, 1992
Product code XN11488

Old Sarum
Philippe Plant
The massive banks and ditches of an Iron Age hillfort surround the remains of a Norman castle and cathedral. As an educational tool for exploring continuity and discontinuity of settlement over a long period the site has few rivals.
36pp, A4, 1991
ISBN 1-85074-328-8
Product code XN10560

Osborne House
Marlynn Tolkhearn
Based on Queen Victoria's seaside home on the Isle of Wight, this book suggests a number of approaches including role play, looking at the house as an example of Victorian social life and seeing it as a contemporary conservation problem.

EDUCATION

Isbn 1-85074-289-8 £4.95
Product code XN11947 See also SHY, Patches and General Books

Pendennis and St Mawes Castles
Rosemary Cooper

These two Cornish castles were built by Henry VIII as coastal defences against France and Spain. Such was their strategic location that they retained a defensive role until the Second World War. The sites are excellent bases for a study of the development of coastal defence from the 1540s to the 1950s.

36pp, A4, 1994
ISBN 1-85074-277-0
Product code XN10681
£3.95

Penyeve Castle
Dot Meades

This medieval castle was built within the walls of a Roman fort. Building of the castle began in Norman times and additions have been made at periods as recently as the Second World War.

36pp, A4, 1991
ISBN 1-85074-200-6
Product code XN11951 See also Posters

Peveril Castle
Susanne Spicer

Peveril Castle in Derbyshire stands high on a ridge surrounded by precipitous slopes which provide the most spectacular of natural defences. It was one of the first castles to be constructed in stone. The remains provide an easy-to-understand layout of a typical small castle.

36pp, A4, 1994
ISBN 1-85074-313-4
Product code XN10223 See also Videos

Portland Castle
Genevieve Wheatley

Portland Castle in Dorest was completed in 1540 as part of Henry VIII's defence of the realm against France and Spain. A visit to it can bring the drama of those events alive for pupils studying the Tudor period.

36pp, A4, 1994
ISBN 1-85074-450-5
Product code XN10583
£3.95

Romantic and picturesque

CD ROM

New title

This disc opens up an exciting new world of study, introducing a large selection of castles throughout the British Isles, with colour photographs, drawings, animations and Replica sequences designed for classroom use. Individual castles can be selected for detailed study, or searched for in the school's local area. There are video sequences explaining life in a castle, with examples of defensive and offensive weaponry, and pupils can access illustrations to move to their own work.

For Aclums, Apple Mac and IBM-compatible PC computers.
Suitability: Key Stage 3; GCSE; adult education.

1994
Product code XQ10817
£47
See also Education on Site

Stuart Storying at historic sites - a selection of myths, legends and folktales of Britain
Told by Eric Maddern

This double audio-cassette pack contains twenty stories set to music ranging from Greek myths, to Iron Age, Roman, Celtic, Saxon and Viking tales to medieval and Stuart stories. All are suitable for telling at sites as a way of bringing the spirit of ancient places alive for children.

2 x 30 minute cassettes, 1994
Product code XP10078
£9.95
See also Education on Site

Special Offer
Order the Storytelling book and cassette pack together for the special price of £13.30, a saving of 15% on the individual prices.
Product code XP 10076

Audio

Archaeological detectives poster games

This set of posters encourages children to learn through playing archaeological games: The Archeological Detectives Game, The Dauntless Game, The Layer Game and The Sabre Game. A3-size
Product code XW10603 £2.95
See also Videos

Software

The Roman conquest of Britain

This package includes pop-ups in a variety of experiences integrated with the Roman invasion and conquest of Britain. The four modules transport pupils back in time where they take on the role of a real character involved in a series of events. Decision making is an important element of the package. The teacher's handbook provides information on the Roman invasion of Britain, suggesting National Curriculum links and 20 page booklet, A4, plus disks, 1994 Suitable: Key Stage 2; compatible with BBC B and Acorn Archimedes 600 computers

£18.95

See also Education on Site and Videos

Castles and later fortifications

These are full colour aerial photographs with notes for teachers and suggested book prizes for pupils. The back is blank and a4 80x480mm.

Carisbrooke Castle
Product code XR11002 £2.50
Deal Castle
Product code XR11071 £2.50
Fort Brockhurst
Product code XR10733 £2.50
Pickering Castle
Product code XR10757 £2.50
Portchester Castle
Product code XR11076 £2.50
Tilbury Fort
Product code XR11077 £2.50
Tynemouth Castle and Priory
Product code XR11078

Scott Park Bobbin Mill

Illustrates each stage of how a bobbin was made with descriptive text.

A3-size; full colour
Product code XR11079 £2.50
See also Videos

SLIDE PACKS

Using portraits These slides illustrate the range of material to be found in portraits. Accompanying notes discuss the various elements that can be examined, including clothing, facial expressions, pose and gesture, background and accessories, state, medium and composition.

12 slides with loose leaf pocket, medium
Product code XSI10008 £3.95
See also Education on Site

Victorian Osborne

These slides are all either archive photographs or nineteenth century paintings, some by Queen Victoria, of the Royal Family and their private home Osborne House on the Isle of Wight.

12 slides with leaf of teachers notes, large
Product code XSI10081 £3.95
See also Teacher's Handbooks and General Books

STUDENT COURSES

For details of all courses available from 1989 to 1994, please request a free copy of our Student Course Guide.